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Informal networks will for the purpose of this article be defined as social networks of individuals and/or collectives without formal structures, linked together by one or more social relationships, such as kinship and friendship. Informal networks, as a form of informal cooperation and institution, have played and still play, a vital role in both the economic and political sphere, where informal connections, contacts, agreements and mutual understanding are of foremost importance. Potential conflicts are, for example, more likely to be prevented and ongoing conflicts easier to manage, if people on the two sides have some form of connection and understanding of each other - something that informal networks provide.

Informal networks are especially important in Northeast Asia, which is a region of paradoxes.¹ On the one hand, there is a lack of institutionalization in the region. On the other hand, interregional trade and business exchange is well developed.² The political as well as the business interaction works on an ad hoc basis, and there are no mechanisms for effective formal conflict management, prevention, and resolution in the region.³ At the same time, there are no open conflicts⁴ albeit high and rapidly increasing military

---

¹ In this chapter, Northeast Asia is defined as the two Koreas, Japan, Mainland China and Taiwan, plus the South China Sea.
³ Niklas Swanström, Regional Cooperation and Conflict Management: Lessons from the Pacific Rim (Uppsala: Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University, 2002).
⁴ Margareta Sollenberg, ed., States in Armed Conflict 2000 Report No 60 (Uppsala: Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University, 2001); Niklas Swanström, Conflict
spending and a high level of intra-regional distrust. Research has shown that this, at least partially, can be attributed to the impact of informal conflict management and prevention mechanisms within formal regional cooperation, but no studies have been done focusing either on informal mechanisms as such, or on informal regional cooperation and institutions. The existing work has focused on mediation and negotiation or the cultural aspects in the handling of conflicts. However, no theoretical study has been done either mapping the possible informal conflict prevention mechanism(s), or trying to either explain what the informal mechanism looks like or could be assumed to look like, either towards the successful but non-institutionalized economy, the lack of open conflicts, or the informal networks themselves.

Some work has also been done within the field of security studies, especially by Peter Katzenstein, J.J. Suh and Allen Carlson. These scholars have addressed the impact of cultural norms and networks of power on national
and regional security\textsuperscript{10}, but they have not addressed informal networks as such or their impact on conflict prevention. Research has also been done on “new regionalism”, which accepts the existence of informal mechanisms, but this research has not addressed informal networks as such nor directly addressed conflict prevention.\textsuperscript{11} Also international political economists have addressed the issue of informal networks, but their studies have not paid attention to the possible impact informal networks can have on conflict prevention.\textsuperscript{12}

The author believes that some form of mechanism exists, and this chapter will be a first step filling the gap in existing knowledge. This chapter will first look into previous research on informal networks and theoretically examine what the term refers to. It will also examine the concept of conflict prevention and the idea of Asian characteristics. I will then explore if and how informal networks can have a potential impact on conflict preventive mechanisms, or function as such mechanism by themselves. Finally, I will look into their possible potential as part of a "Northeast Asian Way" of conflict prevention.

\textbf{Informal Networks}

Informal networks will, for the purpose of this chapter, be defined as social networks of individuals and/or collectives without formal structures.\textsuperscript{13} It should be noted that these networks often are institutionalized through


\textsuperscript{13} I have chosen to use the term informal network rather than informal institutions to avoid the scholarly debate on the definition of institutions – a concept where there is an array of definitions among scholars from different fields of the social sciences and humanities. Furthermore, the term informal network is more suitable for the focus of this chapter since only institutions consisting of individuals and/or other forms of collectives are included in this analysis. This said, informal networks are also a concept that lacks a commonly accepted definition.
deeply embedded patterns of social practices and norms, though no formal (written) structure of the network exists. These structures are linked together by one or more social relationships, such as kinship and friendship. In most cases, the members of these networks have some form of mutual interests. There are numerous forms of informal networks, ranging from larger networks such as the bamboo network, the chaebols, and the keiretsus, to other forms of informal inter-personal and/or family based networks.\(^{14}\)

It is the formal (written) structure that separates informal networks from formal ones. However, informal networks need not be totally separated from formal networks, cooperation organizations and structures. Rather, they can, and do, exist within formal structures such as international and regional organizations. Two good examples of formal structures in which informal networks and institutions exist are the Asian Regional Forum (ARF) and ASEAN+3, where cooperation and interaction on an informal level is essential. Formal cooperation, as within ARF and ASEAN+3, also offer an opportunity to create and deepen networks, create trust and build long term relationships between individuals from the different member states.

Previous research on informal networks in Northeast Asia has, at large, been empirically focused. The overall aim has often been to provide business advice to foreigners wanting to invest in the region.\(^ {15}\) Research has, for example, been done on the Asian financial crisis at the end of the 1990s. In

\(^{14}\) Although the chaebols often are rather formal business organizations, they are also largely dependent on long term relationships, trust, understanding and similar forms of informal linkages between individuals.

In this regard, the role of informal networks in the region is still being debated. The proponents of informal networks argue that they have proved to be beneficial to the Asian economy whereas the opponents argue that it was in fact the Asian lack of institutionalization that caused the downfall. The opposite side argues that in fact the lack of mechanisms, informal or formal increases transactions costs and political costs thereby causing or at least being an important underlining factor of the crisis - if preventive mechanisms would have been in place it might have been possible to avoid the downfall. The empirical focus of these discussions is limited to the networks' possible impact on the Asian financial crisis.

On a more general level, Robert Putnam has also addressed informal networks, but his focus has been on democracy, civil society, and Western networks. His theories cannot easily be applied to the informal networks in Northeast Asia, at least not to the forms of networks included in this chapter. There are also theoretical writings on the cultural and philosophical aspects of informality and the family in the Northeast Asian region, but these do not address the practical implications of the theoretical findings. There are also studies about social movements, which can also be defined as a kind of informal networks/institutions.

---


Conflict Prevention

Conflict prevention is a general term for methods and mechanisms used to avoid, minimize, and/or manage potential conflicts before they have developed into active conflicts. Today, the writings on conflict prevention are extensive and there is a lack of consensus on the definition of the term. Conflict prevention is often divided into two categories: direct and structural prevention. Direct prevention refers to mainly short term actions taken to prevent the often imminent escalation of a potential conflict, while structural prevention focuses on more long term measures that address the underlying causes of the potential conflict, as well as potentially escalating and triggering factors.

There is a wide range of both narrow and broad definitions of conflict prevention. Narrow definitions include, for example, preventive diplomacy, a term that has been defined by Michael Lund as “actions taken in vulnerable places and times to avoid the threat or use of armed force and related forms of coercion by states or groups to settle the political disputes that can arise from destabilizing effects of economic, social, political, and international change.”

Former UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali defined preventative diplomacy as “the use of diplomatic techniques to prevent disputes arising, prevent them from escalating into armed conflict ... and prevent the armed

---

conflict from spreading.” Among the broader and more inclusive definitions are David Carment and Albrecht Schnabel’s definition of conflict prevention as “a medium and long term proactive operational or structural strategy undertaken by a variety of actors, intended to identify and create the enabling conditions for a stable and more predictable international security environment.” Gabriel Munuera provides an even wider definition of conflict prevention as “the application of non-constraining measures (those that are not coercive and depend on the goodwill of the parties involved), primarily diplomatic in nature.”

Some researchers are arguing for the need of a more narrow definition to make conflict prevention researchable, while others consider a broader definition more beneficial. This chapter applies a broader definition, based on Michael Lund’s definition of conflict prevention as

“any structural or intercessory means to keep intrastate or interstate tension and disputes from escalating into significant violence and use of armed forces, to strengthen the capabilities of potential parties to violent conflict for resolving such disputes peacefully, and to progressively reduce the underlying problems that produce these issues and disputes.”

This is an inclusive definition that can be separated into three different parts. In this chapter, conflict prevention includes any structural or intercessory means to:

---


26 Peter Wallensteen and Frida Möller, Conflict Prevention: Methodology for Knowing the Unknown Uppsala Peace Research Papers No. 7 (Uppsala: Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University, 2004).


1. keep intrastate or interstate tension and disputes from escalating into significant violence and the use of armed force,

2. strengthen the capabilities of potential parties in a violent conflict to resolve such disputes peacefully,

3. progressively reduce the underlying problems that cause these issues and disputes.

This chapter will be limited to explore structural conflict prevention mechanisms. The reason for this limitation is that it is possible to assume that informal networks have their greatest impact on structural preventive mechanisms. This is possibly the most important impact of informal network and it happens through changes in norm systems and the perceptions of others. Other essential aspects include the building of trust and long term relationships, the creation and redefinition of which are long term processes.

The Northeast Asian regional cluster

The Northeast Asian region has a number of specific, sometimes unique features, which are important to be aware of when exploring the region's conflict prevention mechanisms and the role and impact of informal networks. Northeast Asia is characterized by low levels of institutionalization and there is a general preference for informal and consensus based interaction between the actors. At the same time, however, contrary to most existing economic and trade theories, there is a high level if intra-regional trade and economic cooperation. There is even a general skepticism of formal regional cooperation. Northeast Asia also has a long historical, cultural, philosophical and religious tradition that differs significantly from Western traditions. This is an unfortunate fact as most existing theories are based on Western culture, historical heritage, religious values and philosophy. This is an important fact, as the last thing that can be said about Northeast Asia is that it lacks a historical and cultural context. There is a high level of intra-regional distrust, but still no open conflicts even though a number of potentially devastating hotspots can be found in the region, like for example the Taiwan Strait, the Korean Peninsula, and the South China Sea.
In the region, emphasis is put on history, which is both an integrated part of the individuals, nations, and the mindset of different regional cultures. The importance of history can be seen clearly in, for example, the tense Sino-Japanese relations, as well as in other states’ relations with China. In the region, the concept of "face" is one of great importance, which affects interactions among individuals. Prominence is given to trust and long term relationships rather than to formal agreements and contracts. As a result, personal ties are important and the family is a central structure. It is important to remember that there is no such thing as a Northeast Asian culture, or a Chinese culture, that everyone adheres to, nor do these traits fit all individuals. At the same time, it important to realize that Northeast Asia is not Europe, nor the US.

The Northeast Asian region is a cluster of states with both geographical proximity and cultural similarities, i.e. a so-called regional cluster. Regional clusters are self-constructed, by states or state-like entities with geographical proximity and cultural similarities. This chapter will focus on the cultural attributes of the entities and their populations - attributes in which’s the construction and reconstruction of informal networks plays a role and may have a potentially substantial impact.

**Informal Networks and Conflict Prevention**

One of the main reasons why informal networks are important for conflict prevention is that they imply norm systems (shared values). Unless there are some form of common understanding and perception of underlying norms (shared values), an informal network can not exist. The similarities of the members within a network’s norm systems will also increase over

---

29 This can be contrasted with formal (written) structures, where one becomes a member through signing, or in other ways agreeing to accept the conditions of, a set of written (legal) documents. In this case, the benefits are received solely through formal membership. Such formal structures include formal organizations and cooperation, both in- and outside Northeast Asia. This said, membership in forums for formal cooperation is also, at least in theory, built on shared values. However, many states and individuals often sign formal agreements and join organizations without any intent to adhere to (or without belief in) the underlying norms and values of the agreement. Forums for formal cooperation can, however, provide a platform for building a shared norm system through informal interaction (e.g. the UN and ARF which give people an opportunity to meet and discuss, thereby increasing their understanding both of each other and the reasoning behind their respective positions).
time through different forms of interaction among the members.

Norm systems (shared values) are important for one's conception of legitimacy and power. Furthermore, the understanding of legitimacy and power is important for the understanding of the social, moral, and cultural aspects of conflict dynamics. This, in turn, is essential since successful prevention and management of (potential) conflicts is largely dependent on an accurate understanding of the underlying dynamics. In addition, the conflict dynamics are highly dependent on the conflicting parties' construction of their respective interests and attitudes. Hence, over time, the understanding of conflicts, its social dynamics, its underlying morals, and its cultural interpretation will increase through the interactions within informal networks. As a result, the development of a common perception of the conflict will be facilitated.

As a large number of interconnected networks co-exist, sharing the same members, there will be a gradual move towards a shared understanding of what a conflict is and how it works. Even if it is not possible, or possibly not even desirable, to reach a shared understanding among actors in different states in and outside the region, the actors will be able to relate to one another's understandings through a shared framework that has been developed.

In sum, through understanding each others' perceptions of conflict and conflict dynamics, or possibly even through reaching a shared understanding, it will be easier to reach some form of agreement (either formally or informally) of what one is to prevent and how its dynamics work.\(^3^0\)

In regards to the understanding of the dynamics of conflict prevention, it is not only essential to understand legitimacy and power, but also the norm

---

\(^3^0\) In this paper, conflict is defined as a social situation “when two or more parties perceive that their interests are incompatible, express hostile attitudes, or... pursue their interests through actions that damage the other parties. These parties may be individuals, small or large groups, and countries.” (Michael Lund, *Preventing and Mitigating Violent Conflicts: A Revised Guide for Practitioners* (Washington, D.C.: Creative Associates International, 1997). Conflicting interests can be over 1. access to and distribution of resources; 2. control over power and participation in political decision-making; 3. cultural, social and/or political identity; 4. status (particularly the status embodied in systems of government, religion) and 5. ideology.
systems themselves. In order to strengthen the capabilities of potential conflicting parties to resolve the disputes peacefully before they escalate, it is essential to know how legitimacy and power is created and how it changes. This is important since if the preventive measures, direct or structural, are not considered legitimate by all parties, or if they are not powerful enough, they will not be effective.\(^\text{31}\)

Increased understanding of how underlying norm systems are created and changes is in itself a structural mean to prevent potential disputes from escalating. If the actors share the same norm systems, or at least have an understanding of the others' norm system, the escalation of the conflict will have to be the result of an active decision rather than a misunderstanding. Shared norm systems will also help to regressively reduce the underlying tensions that cause these issues and disputes. In short, informal networks help making conflict prevention a possible policy choice, as well as they hinder misunderstandings to cause an escalation of the conflict.

Another aspect that is important in regards to conflict prevention is the role and impact of informal networks on regional cultures. The networks of individuals and/or collectives, expanding over group and state borders, such as the Chinese Guanxi, the Japanese Wa, and the Korean Inhwa networks, business networks, academic networks and elite networks are important for cultural identity, language and citizenship. These are features of regional cultures that cannot be separated from the informal networks, since these networks are an integrated part of the culture and culture, in turn, is a part of the networks. This re-construction of identity and culture through informal interaction will alter the perceptions of cultural belonging and cultural differences and the mutually constructed, highly polarized insecurity in the region. Over time, informal networks will help facilitate both the reversal of the perceived insecurity and help develop more coherent regional norm systems and increase the understanding and acceptance of each other's differences. This is, however, a process that will take decades, rather than years.

One more concrete area where the impact of informal networks has been

\(^{31}\) This has been illustrated in the case of Central Asia. (Niklas Swanström, "The Prospects of Multilateral Conflict Prevention in Central Asia", Central Asian Survey 23, 1 (2004).)
substantial is in regard to the emergence of sub-regional zones and growth triangles\textsuperscript{32} in Northeast Asia. In addition, the region is also experiencing a growing level of economic interdependence and regionalism.\textsuperscript{33} Although the development and proliferation of sub regional-zones and sub-regional economic cooperation in Northeast Asia is founded on suitable economic conditions and policy decision taken by the governments of the region, the proliferation of cooperation is still highly dependent on cross-border business, family and elite networks. Networks based on ethnicity have been particularly essential in the establishment of business connections across national boarders, especially in the case of the ethnic Chinese business networks, and have showed to be more effective than formal institutions in the region\textsuperscript{34}. For example, cultural affinity has been important for the success of economic cooperation in the greater South China region. Most Chinese in Hong Kong and Taiwan can trace their roots to the Guangdong and Fujian provinces and in this case language and common historical heritage is of great importance.

This development can potentially have a very real impact, not only as a confidence building measure and as a structural conflict preventive mechanism, but also as an incentive for the development and utilization of preventive and management instruments. Increased tension, and even more so violent conflicts, has instantaneous direct monetary costs which are measurable. Measurable effects, especially in the form of monetary losses, create a larger incentive to invest in prevention and management instruments. Cooperation on economic issues is also a good since such issues are less sensitive than issues addressing the military, territory and

\textsuperscript{32} The level of formal institutionalization of growth triangles and sub-regional zones differ. However, regardless of the level of institutionalization, informal networks are of foremost importance since different networks will utilize the growth triangles and the sub-regional zones. This not only on the economic level, but also on the political level where they help to ensure non-interference and/or good governmental policy.

sovereignty. The lower degree of sensitivity makes it possible for political entities such as China and Taiwan, or the two Koreas, to cooperate. Such cooperation is confidence building and increases trust between actors in the region. It also facilitates the development of long term relationships between actors in different areas of the region. Such trust and long term relationships are most valuable, and essential for the gradual reduction of the underlying problems that cause tension and disputes in the region, as well as for the ability to solve potential issues before they reach a critical level.35

Although economic issues can be separated from political ones, the trust and long term relationships that economic cooperation and interaction has generated will be beneficial also for the political sphere. It should also be noted that the elite level of the business networks consists of individuals who, in most cases, either belong to or have good connections to the political elite networks. This creates an indirect link of trust and understanding between political actors in potential disputes. In fact, on the elite level, informal interactions that help build trust occurs in all sectors. This includes the internationalization of education, which leads to a gathering of the best students from around Northeast Asia at top universities around the world, giving them an opportunity to meet, to study the same curricula and to learn the same language. Furthermore, academics within the international research community and practitioners within the international diplomatic community are given the opportunity to meet each other at gatherings in and outside the region.

Today, there is so much interaction in different forms of informal networks that promote shared understanding and help building relationships and trust among individuals who previously never got the chance to even meet. Furthermore, individuals and collectives are so interlinked, at least on the elite level, that it is no longer possible to have a conflict with someone totally unknown. Thus, through informal networks there exists a possibility to prevent violent conflicts, if one sincerely wants to avoid them. It might

even be that informal networks are the way to build a common regional culture of prevention in Northeast Asia.

Conclusion

Following Michael Lund’s definition that has been applied in this chapter, it is clear that informal networks have an impact on all three aspects of conflict prevention (Table 1). The development of shared norm systems among the members of informal networks will have a preventive effect both across national boarders, since networks exist across boarders, and across networks since each individual or collective belong to more than one informal network. As Tarja Väyrynen points out, norms and values condition what is worth fighting for. They also warrant conflictual actions and determine what kind of solutions that is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of preventive effect (Lund 2002)</th>
<th>Benefit from Informal Networks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. structural or intercessory means to keep intrastate or interstate tension and disputes from escalating into significant violence and use of armed forces | • (Shared) norm systems  
• Increased trust and understanding  
• Long-term relationships and interaction  
• Perception of cultural belonging and cultural differences  
• Economic interdependence  
• Development of sub-regional cooperation |
| 2. structural or intercessory means to progressively reduce the underlying problems that produce these issues and disputes | • (Shared) norm systems  
• Increased trust and understanding  
• Long-term  
• Relationships and interactions  
• Perception of cultural belonging and cultural differences |
| 3. structural or intercessory means to strengthen the capabilities of potential parties to violent conflict for resolving such disputes peacefully | • (Shared) norm systems  
• Increased trust and understanding  
• Long-term relationships and interactions  
• A platform for direct preventive measures |

---

35 Formal institutions are of foremost importance for confidence building through economic cooperation. Niklas Swanström’s chapter in this volume addresses the impact of formal institutions in further detail.
acceptable.\textsuperscript{36} The vast number of interconnected networks existing across borders, connecting individuals and collectives from all parts of Northeast Asia, will expose their members to numerous informal connections. Over time there will be a move towards the creation of different forms of, at least partially, shared norm systems. These shared norm systems will, in combination with increased intra-regional trust and understanding, and the development of different forms of long-term relationships between individuals and collectives across the region, has a positive effect as a structural prevention mechanism. These mechanisms help keeping tension and disputes from escalating into violence. Over time, they also create a possibility to reduce the underlying problems that cause the disputes. Indirectly, the structural prevention mechanisms also strengthen the capabilities of potential parties to violent conflict to resolve such disputes peacefully, as prevention and cooperation becomes the norm (as opposed to conflict).

The interaction within networks across borders will increase the understanding of cultural differences between different cultural, national and ethnic groups. The interaction also forces individuals to reflect over, or even problematize, their own perception of their respective cultural identity. This process will have the potential to affect the currently highly polarized inter-cultural perceptions - or even demonizations - that create tension and disputes in the region. Although the governments and the people often differ in their perceptions, this process will affect both of them in a positive, but not necessary identical way.

The development of sub-regional economic zones and cooperation, and the continually increasing economic interdependence through the actions of informal networks is a structural preventive mechanism since economic interdependence and a high level of sub-regional cooperation decreases the likelihood of violent conflicts.

Informal networks also have a potential role as a platform for more direct preventive measures both through informal pressure and informal diplomacy. They also create a common ground for more open and even

\textsuperscript{36} Tarja Väyrynen, \textit{Culture and International Conflict Resolution} (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2001), 4.
formal actions. The use of existing informal networks is likely to be highly suitable in the Asian setting where there tend to be a preference for informality and informal mechanisms rather than formal mechanisms.

**Informal Networks – A Possible Way for Northeast Asia?**

Since skepticism toward formal regional cooperation and a preference for consensus-based cooperation (e.g. ASEAN) and informality are distinct characteristics of interaction within Northeast Asia, the conflict preventive mechanisms offered by informal networks could play an important role. Conflict prevention through such networks is most likely to be suitable for the Asian culture(s) that emphasize face, trust and long term relationships. The importance of long term relationships and trust can, for example, be seen in the North Korean conflict. In this conflict, Beijing has played an essential role as informal mediator between Pyongyang and Washington, thereby facilitating the four-party talks leading to the 1994 Geneva Agreed Framework, as well as the more recent multi-party talks in Beijing. How important long term relationships and trust really are becomes even clearer when noting the changes to the Sino-North Korean relations after the death of Deng Xiaoping and the retirement of his generation of leaders. Deng had strong personal ties to Kim Il-Sung and his regime and after his death, the Chinese influence over Pyongyang has decreased.³⁷

As such networks in practice already are the preferred form of interaction and already have a position of foremost prominence in Northeast Asia, it is not far-fetched to believe that they have an important role to play also in the prevention of conflicts. It is in many cases better to use an already institutionalized platform for interaction also when addressing new issues, rather than trying to create a new platform.

This said, it should be clear that informal networks are no panacea for conflict prevention and peace. Nevertheless, they are expanding the prevention toolbox to include better developed and customized methods and

they are limiting the risk that conflicting parties are drawn in to unwanted conflicts. As different forms of informal networks are important in Northeast Asia, and informality a preferred way of interaction, it is not only important to include such networks in conflict prevention theory, but also to understand their potential benefits in the different stages of conflict. As many conflict preventive actions are highly sensitive publicity is often unwanted both to protect the legitimacy and face of the involved parties. Therefore, the potential of informal networks shall not be underestimated. In practice, informal networks are already in use, even though it is unclear how and when they work, and why and when they fail. Increased understanding would however be beneficial for the peaceful development in the region.